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Introduction 
With the world becoming more ‘instantly accessible’, finding new 
products and experiences could not be easier.  
However CPG customers, retailers and shoppers have never been more 
disconnected, and keeping ahead has never been more complicated. 

Now, shoppers expect con>nuous defla>on, customers seek promo>onal 
upli@ and fooBall, and brands want profitable sales. As more discounters 
and disruptors enter our markets, unprecedented change con>nues. 

The days of mass brands being sold in mass channels is numbered. The 
demands of millennials, who want small brands and don’t like to shop in 
mass channels, will drive volume away from big box and big brands. The 
con>nuing development of digital either as an engagement tool, a 
channel or a source of data, will change how we access consumers / 
shoppers (and what we know about them).  

With the explosion of small / niche brands being used by retailers as a 
source of differen>a>on, this will further change the face of what is seen 
in store. 

Today, Millennial’s buy the products they want whether they are online 
or in-store, ensuring that engagement is not dependent on an in-store 
lis>ng.



So how should 
companies respond?  
Digital is winning. Discounters are winning. Big box stores are 
losing out. So what do we need to do about it? 
This changing environment requires a different go to market 
strategy. 

We need to con>nue to develop func>onal excellence and improve 
data analy>cs. We need to focus on innova>on and ensure that our 
products meet the demand of this evolving shopper / consumer. 
We need to think omni-channel and ensure that technology is a 
core competency / enabler, and not an expensive easily side-lined 
tool. Developing, improving and maximising our approach is key. 
Our business should not rely on offline, mass channels and mass 
brands. 

By using exis>ng tools and prac>ces op>mally and by 
implemen>ng new technologies, prac>ces and processes, 
companies can meet the changing behaviours of shoppers, the 
evolving demands of channels/customers and the emerging needs 
of consumers. 



Let’s take data….  
How do we know that what we have is a true representation of the 
segment, the position or the market?  
Data dependency in some organisa>ons is at a dangerous level. Like 
any drug, it can be classified as substance abuse! However really 
understanding and analysing the data is not always op>mal. How 
can we be ready for the future if we don’t understand what is going 
on? 

However, historical data only determines what has happened in the 
past. It’s history. To quote Henry Ford, “If you always do what you’ve 
always done, you’ll always get what you always got” 

Data dependency isn’t progressive. It only allows business to feel as 
if it knows what is going on and to facilitate stealing market share, 
which is not very cost efficient and doesn’t grow the brand 
conversa>on.  ‘Growing the pie’ is the alterna>ve. Taking data, 
mixing it with gut feel and intui>on and adding a future perspec>ve 
- this is category development and this is where we believe the 
future lies. 

Summary 
Technology and data are essen>ally merely tools. Throw in 
crea>vity, a thirst for knowledge and explora>on into the mix and 
category development is formed – a blend of gut and data. Broaden 
your perspec>ve to move away from mass market, mass brands and 
your future looks bright. 



Rebalancing 
Resources

Category Development 

A forward looking view of the category tomorrow, 
based on an understanding of the trends that will 

affect it - lifestyle, shopper, food, environment, 
consumer etc. A way to ensure that a category is 
on the ‘front foot’, able to address the trends and 

maximise opportunity

Shopper Marketing - Strategic 

Activation focussed with a key business issue 
at the heart of it. An understanding of who 
we are trying to influence and what we are 

trying to achieve (what behaviour we are 
trying to change), customised for a specific 

customer

Category Management 

A historical review of what has happened to inform 
range selection and fixture led activation

Shopper Marketing - Tactical 

Short term promotional activity designed to 
deliver volume and trading requirements



Today’s activities 
We believe that before we can take this 
new approach, we need to get our house in 
order.  

The onset of zero based budge>ng, which 
focuses relentlessly on cost reduc>on and 
ac>vi>es that drive proven return, has 
meant that ac>vi>es that deliver in the 
long / medium term have lost out to the 
need for immediate return.  

This in turn means that niche ac>vi>es 
have lost out in favour of ‘win today’ 
ac>vi>es.  

Whilst this is a sensible approach, there has 
to be an assump>on that all parts of the 
business are being equally challenged eg is 
the same rigour being applied to supply 
chain and other business costs? This 
approach also creates a catch 22 situa>on. 
How do we iden>fy growth opportuni>es 
as yet untried that deliver proven returns? 
There needs to be a way of protec>ng 
these ac>vi>es in order to deliver future 
growth. 

So what is happening right now in the 
areas of category management and 
shopper marketing?  

We believe that ac>vi>es are currently all 
focused in the “red element” of our 
Balancing Resources matrix. Our 
conten>on is that for long-term growth and 
business health, focus needs to be shared 
across all four quadrants. All 4 boxes have 
an equally important role. How an 
organisa>on spreads its resources depends 
on its situa>on, however it is key that a 
business finds the right balancing point. 

We need to move resources from the red 
element, increasing our strategic focus and 
priori>sing category growth plans. 

Businesses thrive when both category 
management and shopper marke>ng are 
working well – category management 
driving an impar>al category agenda and 
shopper marke>ng a brand led process. 
Both need to deliver on a strategic and 
tac>cal basis, with long-term shopper 
behaviour change at the heart of the 
strategic role and more short term wins at 
the tac>cal end.





I love this quote. It highlights the output from category 
management. 
Our belief is that category development delivers more, and has a 
greater effect than just taking the purely historical view produced by 
category management. We acknowledge that a review of the past 
has a part to play in crea>ng a level of retrospec>ve understanding. 
However, predic>ng and an>cipa>ng future trends ensures the 
category retains its relevance. Aligning expecta>on to market 
condi>ons, which are shaped by the customer, shopper, consumer 
and the environment, allows clients to iden>fy new opportuni>es, 
including NPD, brand extension opportuni>es, and shopper 
marke>ng. 

The problem with this is that it requires a business to take a long-
term view and for all departments to be signed up to it, it is not only 
the responsibility of the category team. It can also take a long >me 
to gain some of the benefits (though technology and appropriate 
processes can speed this up), and this can be seen as a deterrent. 

The cost of data or research, and an organisa>ons capability at 
mining it to provide real insights, can challenge some companies, 
but this shouldn’t be a barrier, you don’t have to buy all the data 
that is available, you can undertake category development, whoever 
you are. It is not just for the big companies, smaller companies can 
play a valuable role too.  

Ul>mately it is what you do with the data and how good your 
analy>cs are. 

At the same >me shopper marke>ng has become a focus area for 
businesses, understandably trying to maximise the returns from 
shopper ac>va>on, but this too has been put under pressure as the 
need to see volume today has led to less ‘shopper behaviour 
changing ac>vity’ and more ‘selling lots of volume ac>vity’. 

Recrui>ng good quality category managers is hard, you only have to 
look at how many jobs there are on LinkedIn and speaking to 
recruiters, there is just not enough talent in this area, as employees 
have succumbed to applying for ‘sexy’ shopper marke>ng roles, 
rather than category manager roles. 

In these >mes of disrup>on and change in the marketplace, it is too 
easy to become short term-ist, but this only causes problems later 
on, when we have no plans that deliver growth or deliver against 
evolving shopper and consumer needs. Lack of development of 
channel or customer plans lead to missed opportuni>es and 
concentra>on of dependency on specific customers. 

Predicting and anticipating trends from four points of view 
(shopper, consumer, customer, category) is required, having 
elevated insights and plans that deliver in the sweet spot at the 
centre is what delivers significant business and brand growth – 
that’s Category Development. 

Category Development 
“If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you’ve always got” - Henry Ford



Shopper Marketing we define as: 
Ac>va>on focused with a key business issue at the heart of it. 

With an understanding of who we are trying to 
influence, 

What we are trying to achieve (which behaviour we are 
trying to change), 

Customised for a specific customer/channel 
It is key that there is a clear focus on who you are targe>ng using 
the 5 w’s and 1 h – specifically whom do we want to ‘talk’ to. 

We should implement ac>va>on plans that seek to change 
shopper behaviour long term, to enhance overall brand health. It 
requires us to single-mindedly target one shopper behaviour 
change either: 

More people – penetration / trial 
More often – frequency 
Or more packs – AWOP.  

Trying to deliver against more than one objec>ve is too scager 
gun and implies that you are hedging your bets, not being 
targeted enough or not clear on what you are trying to achieve. 

You also need to know where you are star>ng and what is your 
target – a ‘from - to’ measure, so we can evaluate the ac>vity 
a@erwards and ask ourselves, did it work? And why?  

We need to capture learning’s for next >me and share the good 
and the not so good, par>cularly with customers, as ul>mately in 
many cases they are the facilitators, the implementers.  

In store ac>va>on needs to include a mix of tac>cal price 
promo>ons and more strategic shopper marke>ng. Both have 
valuable roles to play, with significantly different objec>ves. A 
promo>onal solu>on that blends both ac>vi>es, should lead to 
enhanced sales and a beger long-term outcome.   

Understanding why we are undertaking activity and being 
honest in our appraisal of the situation allows a clear set of 
objectives to be set. This means that when the ROI is calculated 
we can honestly appraise the activity and ask ‘did it work’?  										

Shopper Marketing - Strategic 



Category Management
In February I did my usual monthly store checks. I avoided 
doing them in December as the stores would be full of 
Christmas stuff and going around stores in January, 
they were still full of Christmas items. I thought that in late 
February they would be back to ‘normal’. 
I visited the big 4, plus discounters and Waitrose, and was 
astounded by what I saw: empty shelves everywhere, poor 
quality srp, no logical layouts (in many instances) and ligle 
or no effec>ve signage and sku’s that should be adjacent, 
at opposite ends of the fixture or even opposite each 
other. 

This begs the ques>on – are we engaged in category 
management, which is designed to deliver efficient layout 
and range in store? From what I saw, I would challenge 
maybe not. 

Category management has been evolving since its 
incep>on, with the longwinded 8-step approach becoming 
less manageable for many suppliers. The change in 
shoppers, the addi>on of the channel disruptors, 
technology advances and lifestyle changes have meant that 
tradi>onal shopping occasions have changed, but the 
basics of CatMan are s>ll needed. Delivering against 
shopper needs of ease of shop, clarity of fixture and simple 

direc>onal signage, delivers enhanced sales and at least 
delivers against shopper’s most basic needs. 

Lack of data is not a problem; in fact we are now drowning 
in data, in so many forms. Yet it seems as though this 
increase in data does not lead to an increase in insights 
that are being reflected in store. I have had many 
conversa>ons over the last few weeks about a general 
difficulty in changing data into ac>onable insights.  

Technology is a key enabler, helping develop insights 
faster, but requiring an investment in practitioner 
capability and training.  



Category Management
When shoppers have less time than 
ever to shop, online is a viable 
alternative.		

At the same >me retailer loyalty is 
reducing. A way that a retailer could 
build loyalty would be to make their 
online presence as easy as possible to 
use. Shopping is onerous and 
confusing. Online can reduce 
‘onerous’ but not ‘confusing’. 

So let’s create a specific approach for 
online. With more shoppers (who are 
younger, with higher income), buying 
their main shop online, it is not 
acceptable to just do what we do in 
store, online.  

We need a specific solution.  
How do we help our customers thrive 
online and create growth strategies 
and tac>cs to deliver in this vastly 
different environment? 

So let’s get back to basics. Dust off the 
shopper research you commissioned, 
create some ac>on plans from this, 
engage with customers and deliver in 
store or online.  

Let’s reflect shoppers’ needs on 
fixture: simplify our offering, op>mise 
range, lay it out correctly and 
promote in the right way. By doing so 
we will convert more shoppers into 
buyers. 

Don’t think that this is the only 
preserve of the big suppliers. All 
manufacturers have a role to play, 
with smaller suppliers poten>ally 
having a key role in niche or growing 
segments, especially as they are being 
used as a differen>ator, and are being 
sought out by millennials. 

When c.70% of decisions are still 
made in store, this is where shoppers’ 
needs are fulfilled. Let us not forget 
to do this most basic work, well. 



Now let’s turn our focus to the red element, which is all about 
what is happening ‘now’.  

Since we first published our ‘Rebalancing Resources Matrix’ in 
August 2016, it would appear that the emphasis is star>ng to shi@ 
away from the red element, which we believe will only be 
beneficial. 

The key characteristics of those who operate in the red element 
are: 

A short term focus on promotions to drive volume (definitely not 
value) to defend against the disruptors 

Category initiatives losing out to shopper marketing 
Value enhancing, long term shopper marketing initiatives 

converted into short term promotions 
Conversion of promotions into value eroding price reductions. 

Our belief is that this is an unsustainable approach to the current 
market condi>ons, though probably does deliver against zero 
based budge>ng. 

In a recent Kantar report (which supports our findings first 
published in August 2016), over a third of all spend is now on items 
on offer and this has grown since 2007. 

We need to accept that the consumer goods world has changed in 
the last 10 years and therefore we have to adapt our approach. The 
route to market is suffering from a significant change in 
circumstances.  

We must evolve to deliver against this new world, delivering what 
shoppers want, allowing categories to prosper. This requires a 
change of approach, but also a need to be more challenging and 
discerning.	

Considerations include: 

What are the right promotions to use? 
How often should we promote? 
What will contribute to longer-term growth? 
What activities deliver the behaviour change in shoppers we have 

identified? 
Not forgetting there is a need to: 

Hit our numbers 
Deliver against our RTM needs. 

We should remember that short term; tac>cal promo>ons are 
a part of the mix of ac>vi>es and not the only tac>c. We need 
to implement promo>ons that are worth doing and dare I say 
it, evaluate them a@erwards and learn from it. 

How do we reduce our dependence on promotional 
volume? 

Source: Kantar World panel – Promotions do you know what you don’t know? Nov ‘16 

Shopper Marketing - Tactical 



We should not forget that 
promo>ons play an important 
role in genera>ng trial and up-
weigh>ng volume purchased.  

We should ask ourselves: 

How much of it would have 
been sold anyway? 

Does more stock in home 
encourage use/consumption or 
are you just pulling forward 
volume at a reduced price? 

Are you encouraging loyalty 
or switching? 

From the perspec>ve of an 
account manager, promo>ons 
can be part of the ac>vi>es 
done whilst running to the 
next ac>vity, with ligle thought 
or considera>on of them (not 
always the case).  

The account has asked for a 
promo>on and the supplier 
delivers it. How do we break 
this cycle? 

The ‘mass’ channels have 
changed their needs, in many 
instances conver>ng 
promo>ons into price. 
Suppliers need to find a way to 
balance this with longer-term 
ini>a>ves. 

We need to ask ourselves: 

How can we truly grow our 
category? 

How can we deliver value 
added options? 

What role do promotions play 
for us / our brand? 

Shopper Marketing - Tactical (cont)



In summary 
An agile approach, focussed relentlessly on 
consumer relevance, shopper needs and developing 
commercial capabilities is needed.  
Our conten>on is that for long term growth and 
business health, resources need to be shared across 
all four elements - all four have an equally important 
role. How an organisa>on spreads its resources 
depends on its situa>on, however it is key that a 
business finds the right balance. 

We need to refocus resources, implemen>ng strategic 
and tac>cal plans, delivering for shoppers, consumers 
and customers, with a truly omni-channel approach. 

The star>ng point is to understand where we are 
trying to get to, adap>ng our plans as we go forward 
and learn what works and what doesn’t, what delivers 
and what doesn’t. 

Big River Solu>ons can help you develop strategies, 
tac>cs and ac>ons to deliver category growth, 
shopper behaviour change and improve the shopper 
experience in store (and online). 
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Fresh Thinking…  

These are two simple words that can make a difference…that 
can shape our success… that embody the authenticity of what 
we do at Big River Solutions. 

Everyone has his or her own version of ‘fresh thinking’. Everyone 
says they know what it is, that their company is the best at it or 
their team invented it. 

We tend to forget however there are three key behaviours that 
wrap themselves around those two clear words that define who 
we are. To us all at Big River Solu>ons we know that “Fresh 
thinking” depends on the three behaviours of “trust”, 
“collabora>on” and “transparency”. 

We employ a three step process for all projects:  

 Explore 

 Enable 

 Empower  

We drive to understand the current situa>on and needs, provide 
processes, prac>ces and tools at the right level of complexity and 
people support to maximise impact and ROI.






